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Mind The Pause

We have become absorbed into a camera obscura in 
broad daylight. The pinhole projecting onto us is 
unseen. The immaculate blue sky contradicts our 
collectively infected time and contaminated space. We 
are living paused in a Brownian movement, in 
confounded limbo with interminable parole. We are in 
transit through a social eclipse, momentarily frozen and 
let to thaw in our own abode that we finally call home. 
As we thaw and our bodily functions recalibrate into the 
long-filed exodus, our future relationships will be 
tested.

Unfolding into ‘terra incognita 2020,’ have we arrived at 
the next frontier of the space-time-mind paradigm, that 
will investigate the trajectory axis after x, y, and z as the 
collective humanity is now ever more conscious of the 
‘space-in-between—the ‘ma’ (!)’ is now ever more 
potent. The space that divides us is no more void than 
a repose, a contemplative micro-universe in which a 
measure of doubt and hope reconcile, and the 
collective anticipation exudes in every direction, 
amending notions of our current existence and self-
care, imposed or not. 

Exiting a decade of an exuberant social orgy and global 
networking in which any six degrees of separation had 
trimmed in closer, threaded with spellbinding and 
nauseating events, this imminent re-entry into earth’s 
atmosphere, is a redefined six feet of separation. It is 
an unacknowledged revolution credited to nature, 
directing consciousness to the space-in-between, 
articulating our inner being, our domestic appreciation, 
and renewed conviviality, all within an obscure 
interpretation of personal distancing.  

Epic disasters change our perception and sense of 
time. Each decade of the 21st century has been 
prompted by a global afflicting event; the World Trade 
Center (2001), the Great East Japan Earthquake and 
Tsunami (2011) leading to the nuclear plant spillage into 
the Pacific Ocean still unresolved, and currently, 
COVID-19 (2020). 





The Dark Independents

• Another side of the exhibiting spectrum 
taking audience into the underworld and 
further confinement, but also in the spirit of 
the speakeasy and knowing the passcode. 
An inter-relational play of the “surface-web” 
and the “dark web.” 

https://darkindependants.web.app/

https://darkindependants.web.app/




Research / Found Data / Experiments / Feedback / Reference / Memo 

! transitioning practices from a capitalistic rhetoric to a community restoration

! change in arts festivals (annuals / biennials / triennials)

! acceleration of VR, AR and XR platforms - Matterport, Vortic, Extended + Experience Reality

! human rights, social justice, institutional reform and restructuring 

! resurgence of virtual zine culture, video + sound art, experimental photography, and live-stream performance

! Live stream art talks, virtual studio visits, Zoom activism, Slack collaborations

! emergency funding, artist relief funds, restructuring of cultural departments, redefining the arts

! transitioning into non-physical liquid / free-form infrastructures, hybrid physical + virtual exhibitions 

! low emission and waste, anti-mass fabrication practices

! online performance as experiments – twitch, vimeo, youtube, zoom 

! community bookstores’ online initiatives as the new cultural salon, performance, and social engagement venues via livestream

! physical project spaces transforming into community shared workshop spaces

! the rise of collaborative gallery platforms – Anomaly, GalleryPlatform.LA

! audience proliferation, wider accessibility, a new generation of self-connoisseurship without the elitist interventions



Transitioning practices from a 
capitalistic rhetoric to a 
community restoration.

How a crisis propelled the art world into 
a new reality — virtually and IRL (In
Real Life)

Italian artist Fabio Viale presents a tale 
of decay and reconstruction, as part of 
his ongoing exhibition ‘Acqua alta High 
Tide’ at Galleria Poggiali.

http://www.fabioviale.it/
https://www.galleriapoggiali.com/






Emerging Digital Arts Biennials 

The Wrong, is a way for artists to 
circumvent the elitist infrastructure of 
established art fairs, which can be difficult 
environments for displaying the sort of 
digital and new media work the Wrong 
focuses on, by hosting their work on 
websites that could be accessed by 
anyone, from anywhere, for free. 

Wrong organizers practice “instant radical 
inclusion” in their curation, and the 
platform of decentralized online galleries is 
central to that mission. 1

https://thewrong.org/

https://thewrong.org/




Acceleration of VR, AR and XR 
platforms 

Collective Constellation 
Virtual Tour
Art + Practice

powered by Matterport

















Acceleration of VR, AR and XR 
platforms 

• Frieze Viewing Room

powered by Art Lab / Vortic



Acceleration of VR, AR and XR 
platforms 

• Hauser & Wirth

powered by Art Lab  + Vortic





Human rights, social justice, 
institutional reform and 
restructuring 

Black Lives Matter





Human rights, social justice, 
institutional reform and 
restructuring 

U.S. Marine Base Protest at Okinawa



Human rights, social justice, 
institutional reform and 
restructuring 

Art repurposing of U.S. Base waste 
materials, signage, video protests



Resurgence of virtual zine culture on 
Instagram with digital content of video 
+ sound art, experimental photography, 
and live-stream performance









Live stream art talks, virtual studio 
visits, Zoom activism, Slack 
collaborations

Northern Alps Art Festival, Japan





Live stream art talks, virtual studio visits, 
Zoom activism, Slack collaborations

Slave, Race, and Resistance – Jeffrey 
Stewart



Live stream art talks, virtual studio 
visits, Zoom activism, Slack 
collaborations

Hammer Museum – Charles Gaines



Live stream art talks, virtual studio 
visits, Zoom activism, Slack 
collaborations

Mixografia, Los Angeles



Online performance as experiments –
twitch, vimeo, youtube, zoom 

Micaela Tobin, Coaxial Live 
Performance





Online performance as experiments –
twitch, vimeo, youtube, zoom 

Current, streaming cinema





Online performance as experiments –
twitch, vimeo, youtube, zoom 

Lumpen Radio (Twitch)



Online performance as experiments –
twitch, vimeo, youtube, zoom 

LA Experimental (Twitch)



Online performance as experiments –
twitch, vimeo, youtube, zoom 

Experimental Sound Studio (Twitch)



Community bookstores’ online initiatives 
as the new cultural salon, performance, 
and social engagement venues via 
livestream

Mike Davis, Haymarket Books





Community bookstores’ online initiatives as the 
new cultural salon, performance, and social 
engagement venues via livestream

Jesse Hagopian, Wayne Au, Noliwe Rooks, , 
Haymarket Books



Community bookstores’ online initiatives 
as the new cultural salon, performance, 
and social engagement venues via 
livestream

Arundhati Roy, Haymarket Books



The rise of collaborative gallery 
platforms

Anomaly, Tokyo, Japan







The rise of collaborative gallery 
platforms

GalleryPlatform, Los Angeles









The coronavirus has had a devastating impact on 
America’s arts sector. Since the first U.S. case was 
reported on January 20, 2020 cancellations and 
closings are taking place at thousands of arts 
organizations across the country, and two-thirds of the 
nation’s artists are now unemployed. Americans for the 
Arts leads the three premier national studies tracking 
the human and financial impacts of the COVID-19 crisis 
on the arts.
Impact on Nonprofit Arts and Cultural Sector
Nationally, financial losses to nonprofit arts 
organizations are estimated to be $4.98 billion, to date. 
They have also lost 208 million admissions due to 
cancelled events, resulting in a $6.6 billion loss in 
event-related spending by audiences (restaurants, 
lodging, retail). The economic impact of these losses is 
$1.9 billion in lost government revenue and 328,000 
jobs no longer being supported. Findings are based on 
11,000 survey responses. (Survey | Dashboard)
• 95% cancelled events.
• 66% expect this crisis to have a “severe” impact on 
their organization.
• 31% reduced artistic workforce.
• 24% reduced staff (42% are “likely” to reduce staff).
• 10% are “not confident” that they will survive the 
COVID-19 pandemic (a potential loss of 12,000 
organizations).

• And yet, 65% are delivering artistic content to raise 
community spirits and morale!
Impact on Artist/Creative Workers
Artists/creatives are among the most severely affected 
workers by the COVID-19 crisis. 62% have become 
fully unemployed and the average financial loss per 
artist/creative worker is $24,000. Nationally, they 
expect to lose $50.6 billion in income in 2020. Findings 
are based on 15,700 survey responses. (Survey)
• 95% report income loss
• 80% experienced a decrease in creative work that 
generated income (61% “drastic decrease”)
• 80% do not yet have a post-pandemic recovery plan.
• 66% are unable to access the supplies, resources, 
spaces, or people necessary for their work.
• The four most critical needs for artists to sustain their 
work during the pandemic: Unemployment insurance, 
forgivable business loan, food/housing assistance, and 
affordable healthcare.

• And yet, 76% report their artistic practice has been 
used to raise morale, create community cohesion, or 
lighten the COVID-19 experience of the community.
COVID-19 and Social Distancing: Impact of Arts and 
Other Activities on Mental Health
Due to COVID-19, millions of Americans are isolated in 
their homes, and will remain so for a significant period.
This new study is designed to strengthen our 
understanding of the mental health impacts of 
sheltering in place, social distancing, and isolation—
and to determine if there are activities that buffer 
against those ill effects (such as the arts). The study is 
a partnership between University College London, 
University of Florida, and Americans for the Arts. 2

American For The Arts, COVID-19’S IMPACT ON THE ARTS: 
RESEARCH UPDATE MAY 4, 2020
https://www.americansforthearts.org/news-room/americans-for-
the-arts-news/covid-19-impact-on-the-arts-research-update-
may-4-2020

https://www.americansforthearts.org/news-room/americans-for-the-arts-news/covid-19-impact-on-the-arts-research-update-may-4-2020
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